Frequency specificity of the human auditory brainstem and middle latency responses to brief tones. I. High-pass noise masking.
This study investigated the frequency specificity of the auditory brainstem (ABR) and middle latency (MLR) responses to 500- and 2000-Hz brief tones using high-pass noise masking. Stimuli were linear- (2-1-2 cycles) and exact-Blackman- (5 cycles) gated tones presented at 80 dB peak-to-peak equivalent (ppe) SPL. Cochlear contributions to ABR wave V-V' and MLR wave Na-Pa were assessed by the effects of high-pass noise masking on response amplitudes and latencies. The high-pass noise results demonstrate that the ABR and the MLR to the 80 dB ppe SPL brief tones show good frequency and place specificity. Changes in ABR or MLR amplitude and latency with high-pass noise masking did not occur as the masker cutoff was decreased from 2 to 3 octaves above the stimulus nominal frequency until it was within one-half octave of this frequency, below which amplitudes rapidly decreased (500- and 2000-Hz tones) and latencies increased (500-Hz tones). No significant differences existed in the frequency specificity of the ABR versus MLR, or in these evoked potentials to exact-Blackman- versus linear-gated tones.